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Abstract — This is an endeavor to create a search engine using Big Bang Software model, to obtain relevant search results. 

Search Engine is an interface between a web index and clients. This function receives user queries and returns relevant 

pages to these queries.   and search function are the fundamental components of a search engine, and each has its own 

research challenges and problems. 

Published literature about the web information retrieval (IR) reveals the use of web crawlers to crawl, index, and analyze 

contents (including hyperlink texts) of the pages and network structure of the web. Often, a search function to return 

relevant pages to the user’s queries is also provided.  

 

Web crawler, otherwise called arachnid or robot, is in charge of getting pages, parsing hyperlinks, overseeing creep line, 

and ordering substance of the pages. Pages are sorted according to the Page Rank Algorithm along with other scoring 

metrics like location score, frequency score, inbound link score and distance score. The basic criterion is Boolean match 

between page contents and words in the queries. 

 

In this project, the authors are using Big Bang Software model coupled with efficient web crawling techniques to extract 

data from the vast World Wide Web. This extracted data is stored in the database and then pre-processed and indexed. 

After indexing, efficient hybrid ranking algorithm has been applied for better and efficient results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  
The authors present a simple web search engine using python programming language, for searching and indexing html documents 

Python being well known for its simple syntax and strong support for main operating systems, it is believed that it will be beneficial 

for learning information retrieval techniques, especially web search engine technology. 

This project allows the search of a large set of documents from a list of words and ranks results according to relevance of the 

documents to those words. Algorithms for full-text searches are important collective intelligence algorithms, and many 

breakthroughs have been achieved by new ideas in this field. It is very likely that Google’s meteoric rise from an academic project 

to the world’s most popular search engine was based largely on the Page Rank algorithm 

 

Different types of ranking algorithms are as follows: 

A. Content-based ranking algorithm 

In this approach, relevant pages are ranked based on keywords and content, instead of keyword and link structure provided by 

search engines. In view of the client inquiry, internet searcher results are retrieved. Every result is individually analyzed and 

interpreted based on keywords and content. 

B. Usage based ranking algorithms 

Recommendation algorithms aim at proposing "forward next “pages before a user based on her current visit and the past users' 

navigational patterns. In most by far of related algorithms, just the utilization information are utilized to deliver proposals and 

recommendations, while the basic properties of the Web graph are ignored. Usage based ranking algorithms consider the past user 

navigation pattern and thus analyze user behaviors and accordingly recommends the data. 

 

C. Link based ranking algorithms 

The link analysis algorithm depends on connection structure of archives and documents. The quality of the results from search 

engines are generally lower in quality than what user expects and quality can be improved greatly if the pages are ranked according 

to a useful criterion based on the links between the pages ie each page may have the reference to other set of pages. They view 

the web as a directed graph where the web pages form the nodes and the hyperlinks between the web pages form the directed 
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edges between the nodes. There are two famous link analysis methods 

 

1. Page rank algorithm 

    2. Hits algorithm 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

  
      The concept of a search engine has gained huge significance from the beginning of the invention of the first search engine in 

1990s. The web crawler is viewed as an essential movement, for example, email and other general exercises over the web. The 

web indexes are subsequently estimated to be attendant for the digital network ecology. At present the ongoing web search tools 

have a generally excellent access to the gigantic data. The first proto of the search engine started in the year 1990 by the students 

of McGill of Montreal University have created a script-oriented content accumulating program which is able to download various 

files of the FTP directory later the same concept with few more technical; advancements are being done to reach an enormous 

database with huge index of web pages by the advent of technology. Google, Yahoo, Msn etc are few majorly browsed searches 

engines. (Serge Abiteboul and Victor Vianu, 1997). 

The Search Engine Optimization has obtained a vital spot in the everyday life of the web clients as regular as browsing their 

messages and email. The first proto of the search engine optimization model was commenced by an experimental study by the 

students of McGill of Montreal University. This was later employed in to the World Wide Web services where the web pages are 

accumulated and searched as per requirement. At that point the progression of the innovation has made a possibility for the 

enormous scan file for instance like Google, yippee, AOL, MSN, ASK and so on. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
The authors present a simple web search engine using python programming language, for indexing and searching html documents. 

As python is known for its simple syntax and strong support for main operating systems, it is hoped that this will be of benefit for 

learning information retrieval techniques, especially web search engine technology. 

 

This project allows the search of a large set of documents from a list of words and ranks results according to relevance of the 

documents to those words. Algorithms for full-text searches are considered the most important collective intelligence algorithms. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Search, being an interface between a search engine and users, receives user’s queries and returns relevant pages to the queries. 

Big Bang Software Development model and efficient web crawling techniques are used to extract data from the Web. Extracted 

data is stored in the database and then pre-processed and indexed. Hybrid ranking algorithm has been applied for better and 

efficient results (Nirali Arora, Sharvari Govilkar,2016). Published literature on information retrieval (IR) reveals utilization of 

web crawlers to crawl, index, and analyze page contents. Crawler and search function are fundamental components with 

challenges & problems (Retrieved from http://chromedriver.chromium.org/getting-started). Web crawler, also known as spider or 

robot, is responsible for fetching pages, parsing hyperlinks, managing crawl queue & indexing page contents. (Vandana 

Shrivastava,2018) Pages are sorted by Page Rank Algorithm & other scoring metrics like location score, frequency score, inbound 

link score and distance score. The basic criterion is Boolean match between page contents and words in the queries. 

This project uses Python to enable document search from a list of words and ranks results according to relevance. Algorithms for 

full-text searches are important collective intelligence algorithms (Toby Segaran,2007).  

 

Tarantula crawls web pages, searching and indexing them, using Page Rank algorithm (Retrieved from: http://pr.efactory.de/e-

pagerank-algorithm.shtml) to calculate the rank of each page. The initial step is to develop a means to collect the documents. This 

may involve crawling or it may begin with a fixed collection of documents, perhaps from a corporate intranet. The collected 

documents, need indexing. Depending on the application, these documents need not be stored in a database. The record essentially 

needs to store a reference, (for example, a document framework way or URL) to their areas. 
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram 
 

 

 

 

A page rank algorithm remains challenging due to the need to repeat the calculation over several iterations. After each iteration, 

the Page Rank for each page gets closer to its true Page Rank value. The Page Rank calculation is time-consuming and stays the 

same no matter what the query may be. Hence, the need for a function that pre-computes the Page Rank for every URL & stores 

it in a table. 

 

 

The proposed methodology utilizes the blend of different modules to deliver a lot of ranked archives. 

 

1) The client determines the search query in the regular English language (NLP). There are the set of crawled data on various 

diverse topics kept in the database.  

2) When the user enters the query in system, the query is forwarded to the search engine and the top n results are extracted from 

the search engine. 

3) Preprocessing is a significant advance in the process all the filthy information from the arrangement of documents and the 

query are preprocessed to form a clean and structured and organized query and data. 

4) The top 'n' recovered outcomes from the web search tool module are reordered utilizing content-based ranking. A page score 

is relegated based on catchphrase coordinating and client question. The values of these scores are assigned in descending 

order. 

5) The set of ranked pages are displayed to the user. 

6) The set of the ranked pages are again ranked using re-ranking module that uses the user profile creation and then finally the 

re-ranked list is displayed to the user. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   Fig. 2. Data Flow Diagram 
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Flow Chart of project is given as follows: 

 
 

Fig.3. Flow Chart 

 
            Database Sturucture is given as follows: 

 
 

 
 

Fig.4. Database Structure 
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Usecase Diagram is given as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Use case Diagram 
 

 

 

Activity Diagram is given as follows: 

 

 
Fig.6. Activity Diagram 
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V. TEST CASES 

A. Screenshot of Web Search 

 

B. Screenshot of Image Search 

 

 

C. Screenshot of Image Search 

 

 

D. Result of Test Cases 

According to tests we performed, we were able to develop the elegant search engine using python, flask and web-structure mining 

and by using Big bang software development model. The search engine is capable to search web, images, torrents etc. Thus, an 

elegant Search Engine is implemented successfully and above are the test results obtained. 
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VI. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 
 
A.  Advantages: 

 
1) Convenient to use – This system is easy to use and is very simple to handle.  
2) Effective – Ranking and Indexing is very effective as it helps the user to search query easily  
3) Flexible -- It is quite flexible and can be run on any system.  
4) Dynamic – As it processes data based on the crawled data and this crawled data is provided as input for ranking and 

accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of iterations in Page Rank Algorithm 

 

B.  Applications: 

 

Tarantula provides the following features/functions. 

 

 Web Search:  

This feature provides the user to search the query based on the requirements of the user. Based on the user query the 

results are displayed according to the various scoring metrics. 

 

 Image Search: 

This feature populates all images based on the user query the results are displayed according to descending order of 

clicks. 

 

 Torrent Search: 

This search enables the user to search all popular and trending torrents .The torrents are displayed according to seeders 

and leechers count. 

 

 Voice Typing: 

This feature help user to input search query based on the voice input string by string. 

 

 Quick Search: 

This feature redirects the user to website having higher rank. 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

A. Semantic Search 

    Semantic Search connotes look for with significance, as perceived from lexical chase where the web crawler scans for severe 

matches of the inquiry words or varieties of them, without comprehension the overall meaning of the query. Semantic search 

seeks to improve search accuracy by understanding the searcher's intent and the contextual meaning of terms as they appear in 

the searchable data space, whether on the Web or inside a shut framework, to produce increasingly significant outcomes. Semantic 

search systems consider different focuses including context of search, area, goal, and variety of words, equivalent words, 

generalized and specialized queries, idea coordinating and characteristic language inquiries to give relevant search results. 

 

A few creators see semantic search as a lot of systems for recovering learning from well-organized information sources like 

ontologies and XML as found on the Semantic Web. Such technologies enable the formal articulation of domain knowledge at a 

high level of expressiveness and could enable the user to specify their intent in more detail at query time. 

 

B. Crawler Intelligence 

The web crawler is used to scrape data from the World Wide Web. If a web crawler has intelligence associated with it , then 

the data can be extracted more quickly and efficient. 

 

The smart Web crawler empowers clients to look through the Web not just founded on printed data and subject arrangement yet 

additionally dependent on its visual content. The Web crawler, as a front-end to vision applications, will most likely give an 

assortment of highlights and will change the Web into colossal and effectively available database of images. The diverse clients 

will most likely effectively recover images of interests. For instance, one can look the Web for photos of companions, an engineer 

may use it to scan for various structure plans, and a racing fan will most likely use it to collect images of cars. By augmenting 

Web search engines with computer vision techniques, the ability of users to manage and filter data on the Internet is significantly 

enhanced and new applications that combine text and visual information can be developed. than one segment wide, as outrageous 
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growths may twist your pictures and result in poor generation. In this manner, it is better if the picture is somewhat bigger, as a 

minor decrease in size ought not have an antagonistic influence the nature of the picture. 

 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
Thus, we have developed a search engine which uses Google’s PageRank algorithm. 
 

 Website Search 
We used Google’s Page Rank algorithm along with other scoring metrics like frequency score, word distance score, 
inbound link score etc. 

 
 Image Search 

We have successfully implemented an image search as well. The images is based on keyword-matching. Each image a 
click attributes associated with it. The images are displayed in descending order of number of clicks. 

 
 Torrent Search 

We have successfully scraped some torrent websites and parsed those websites. 
After parsing the results are sorted in descending order of number of seeders. 

 
 Web User Interface 

We have used HTML, JavaScript, & Flask for creating a simple web user interface. We have used Selenium Web 
driver for crawling through the World Wide Web. We have used Beautiful Soup to parse the crawled data. 

 
 

Using all of the above-mentioned tools we were successful in implementing our search engine. 
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